
One Stop Shop EYFS & National Curriculum

Pre Pre-key stage 1 EYFS stage 13

Pre-key stage 1 EYFS stage 4

Pre-key stage 2 EYFS stage 5

Pre-key stage 3 EYFS stage 56

Pre-key stage 4 EYFS stage 56, Early Learning Goal (ELG) and Exceeding the ELG.

Pre-key stage 5 Working towards the expected standard KS1

Pre-key stage 6 Working at the expected standard KS1

Pre-key stage 7 Working towards the expected standard KS2

Pre-key stage 8 Working at the expected standard KS2

Assessment at 

Herons Dale – how to 

understand your childs progress

At Herons Dale we focus on individualized 

progress and target setting which is appropriate 

for each pupil. 

We have a bespoke system called One Stop 

Shop (OSS) with assessment statements in all 

areas of learning, capturing everything our 

pupils achieve. These are recorded in points and 

Pre Key Stages. These will be shared with you in 

the end of year school report.  

Each term pupils are discussed in progress 

meetings and their rate of progress is decided. 

This then allows for actions to be decided. This 

will be shared with you at parent’s evenings and 

annual reviews. 

Please go to heronsdale.co.uk for a further 

explanation in these areas and other areas of 

assessment or contact the assessment lead Meg 

at megan.palmer@heronsdale.co.uk 

Better Expected Below

� I have made a significant amount 

of progress in most of my areas 

of learning

� I have been able to apply my 

learning in different contexts. 

� I have accessed all of the tools in 

my learning toolbox and these 

have helped me to be able to 

make progress in identified areas 

� I have already begun to make 

steps towards most of my A/R 

targets

� I have achieved the majority of 

my PLP targets. 

� My blue target is achieved

� I have learnt to respond to and 

use selfregulating strategies 

consistently that help me to 

manage my feelings and 

promote positive behaviour and 

attitude

� I access activities and 

opportunities that develop my 

own interests and talents.  I am 

developing positive personal 

traits that prepare me for life.  I 

can be a role model for my peers 

� I have made progress points in 

all areas of my learning. In 

some areas of my learning this 

might be significant. 

� I have accessed some tools in 

my toolbox. Some tools have 

been impactful in supporting 

my progress. 

� I have already begun to make 

steps towards at least one of 

my A/R targets 

� I have achieved some at least 

half of my PLP targets

� My blue target is achieved

� I am learning to use at least 

one selfregulating strategy to 

support positive behaviour and 

attitude 

� I access some activities that 

help to develop my own 

interests and talents.  I am 

developing some positive 

personal traits that will  

prepare me for life

� I have not made progress in all my areas 

of learning staying the same in an 

identified area. 

� I have not accessed tools in my toolbox 

which may have helped me to have 

made better progress this year

�  Some tools that I have used have not 

been impactful. 

� I have not yet made any steps progress 

towards my A/R targets set in spring. 

� I have made very little progress on my 

PLP targets; less than half

� My blue target is not yet achieved 

� Strategies in place are not yet helping 

me to maintain positive behaviour and 

attitude.  

� I am not yet accessing activities and 

opportunities that develop my own 

interests and talents

� Strategies in place are not yet helping 

me to develop positive personal traits 

that will prepare me for life 


